INTERNATIONAL
FOUNDATION PROGRAMME
MEDICINE

COURSE OVERVIEW
Abbey College Manchester has a history of successful medicine applications from
throughout the past 30 years. We have the experience to help you succeed.
The International Foundation Programme Medicine, is a fantastic route for
international students who have done one year of level 3 study in
appropriate subjects and then want to progress through the International Foundation
Programme rather than the second year of A-level.
Students can progress to a variety of university courses such as Medicine, Biomedical
Sciences and Biological Sciences, Chemistry, Biochemistry, Nutrition, Sports Science,
and Pharmacy.
Who is it recommended for?
International students looking for a one year programme that enables progression to
study medicine or a range of science courses at a university in the UK or overseas.
Course Structure
The programme has three components: Biology, Chemistry and Advanced Mathematics
or Physics. The subject weightings are shown below.
Biology

International
Foundation
Programme Medicine Pathway
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37.5%

Chemistry

37.5%

Advanced
Mathematics or
Physics
25%

Assessment
The programme is assessed by examinations held in December, March and June each
year. There are three exams sat in Biology, three in Chemistry, and two in Advanced
Mathematics or Physics.
Biology

Chemistry

Advanced Maths or
Physics

December Exams

Biology 1

Chemistry 1

Advanced Maths or
Physics 1

March Exams

Biology 2

Chemistry 2

Advanced Maths or
Physics 2

June Exams

Biology 3

Chemistry 3

n/a

The percentages from each subject are added together to produce an overall grade.
Students have the opportunity to resit upto two modules in the summer exams.
Medicine Enrichment Programme
A successful medical application requires more than good results. As part of the IFP
programme we will support you with all aspects of your medicine application; work
experience, reading, ressearching, personal statement, entry tests and interview
preparation. You will recive weekly input about medical ethics, understanding the
health care system, patient–doctor scenarios, preparation for interview and MMIs
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MEDICINE
PROGRESSION ROUTES
Institution

Qualification

Academic Entry
Requirements

IELTS
Requirement

Aston University
(UK)

MBBS

75% Overall with
70% or above in
Chemistry &
Biology
UCAT required
Need to pass interview

IELTS 7.5 in all
components
Alternative Progression Routes
In addition to Medicine, this programme also offers progression to a wide range of
university courses including:

Brunel University
(UK)

MBBS

75% Overall Score.
UCAT required.
Need to pass
interview

IELTS 7.0 Overall

University of
Buckingham
(UK)

MBBS
(5.5 year course)

65% avaerage with
no modules failed
Interview required

IELTS 5.5

University of
Central Lancashire
UCLan (UK)

MBBS

70% Overall Score
No UCAT or BMAT
Need to pass
interview

IELTS 7.0 in all
components

St George’s
University Grenada

MBBS or MD

75% Overall with
70% or above in
Chemistry &
Biology. No UCAT or
BMAT. Need to pass
interview

IELTS 7.0 in all
components
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Biomedicine
Biochemistry
Biological Sciences
Pharmacy
Sports Science
Nutrition
Optometry
Chemistry

As an example of alternative progression, Aston University accepts successful
completion of the International Foundation Programme Medicine for progression
onto its BSc (Hons) Biochemistry, Biological Sciences and Biomedical Sciences
undergraduate courses.
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SUCCESS STORIES
Salwa from Morocco
IFP Medicine 90% in 2020
Now studying Medicine at
St George’s University

Afreen from India
IFP Medicine 81% in 2020
Now studying Medicine
at Aston University

The thing I enjoyed most about Abbey Collee Manchester had to be the
environment. It wasn’t just the beautiful area I studies in that amazed me, it was
the people. I have made so many friends that have become a second family to
me, my teachers were extremely supportive and helped me every step of the
way. This diverse and loving community is what really made

I think my teachers are one of the main reasons I was able to perform well
throughout the programme. They were a constant factor of providing support
whether academically or for other reasons. They always encouraged me and
pushed me to apply for Aston even though I felt I was not good enough to get in.

Abbey College Manchester a truly special place for me, especially being an
international student, arriving to new lands and having so many compassionate
people accept me and support me.

Abbey College Manchester has made me a lot more open minded. I made me
understand the responsibilities I have towards myself and to those around me. It
has made me more confident and I feel better prepared for university than I was
a year ago.

The graduating class of 2020 progressed to:
2 students to St Georges Univeristy, Grenada
2 students to UCLan
1 Student to Aston University
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FEES & ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Fee Type

IFP Medicine
Full Tuition Fee
September 2021 - July 2022

International Students

£25,415

Age

17 years+

EEA Students

£15,915

Academic Requirements

A review of your academic grades
Previous study of Biology, Chemistry &
Maths or Physics at Level 3
(or equivalent)

English Requirements

Minimum IELTS 6.0

Tuition fees also include personalised support for your medicine application and
interview preperation.
Accommodation Fees
Boarding fees range from £13,900 - £16,500 per year. All rooms are Single Ensuite
occupancy and are provided on a full board basis.

Entry Requirements

APPLY NOW

For further information please email
admissions@abbeydld.co.uk or call
+44(0)330 0536082
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5 - 7 Cheapside
Off King Street
Manchester
M2 4WG
Tel: +44 (0)161 817 2700
www.abbeymanchester.co.uk
@AbbeyManchester

AbbeyCollegeManchester

abbeycollegemanchester

Abbey College Manchester is part of the Alpha Plus Group Ltd.

